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Preface
This manual gives detailed introduction to POM2 so that user can have the reasonable,
effective and safe operation of this test kit. The manual mainly consists of the following
parts:
Equipments and functions:
This part describes the main hardware parts and their functions.
Panel description
This part describes the interfaces on the panels and their applications
Technical specifications
This part describes the application range, measuring precision etc, information to avoid
dangerous situation and improper application, meanwhile to improve the reliability.
Optional accessories
This part describes the optional accessories to extend other special test functions. User
chooses them according to the special demand.
Besides, POM2 is one part of the complete testing system. The complete testing system
includes: POM2 universal tester (used for generating analog and test signals), PowerTest
software, PC (installed PowerTest), test object and test cables etc. This manual only gives
the description to one model POM2-6143 hardware parts. Please refer to PowerTest
software user manual or PowerTest online help for details of the software.

Notes: At the test site user should also refer to other safety and test regulations required by
the management authorities.

This test equipment must be operated by professional engineer, and careful reading of this
manual is required before operating it
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Safety Precaution
1. Don’t cut off tester power supply during testing.
2. In order to prevent static electricity, the tester must be connected to ground before
testing.
3. Avoid electric shock accident when the output voltage is above 36V.
4. It’s not allowed to feed external voltage/current into the output side of tester.
5. Disconnect the external circuit of the relay to assure precision.
6. Do not block the ventilation outlets.
7. Do not block the ventilation outlets.
8. Do not switch-on and operate the equipment in the place having explosive gas or water
vapor.
9. Put away the tester in package timely.
10. The 500V dangerous voltage can be in the equipment and please don’t remove the
cover by yourself.
11. The software runs under Windows2000, Windows XP, Vista and Windows7.
12. Connect multi-wires in parallel to avoid over current damaging wires.
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1. General Description
1.1 Application Examples
POM2 universal relay tester is applied by power plant, substation and relay manufacturers
to check the following testing:


Relay: motor and transformer differential, line transmission differential, distance, zero
sequence, power directional, current time inversed, reclosing and over excitation test.



Automatic device: synchronization, under frequency and under voltage, standby power
supply self-closing, quick switch and fault trip device



Power system simulation:



General calibration: watt-hour meter (0.5 class, single phase or three phase),

COMTRADE format transient data playback.

transducer, recorder and measurement instrument (V, I, f, Ø, S, P, Q).
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1.2 Configurations
These serial relay testers are modular structure design, so the models with different
configurations can be assembled on users’ requirements.

Here several models are listed in Table 1-1 for reference.

Model

Current

Voltage

POM2-6142
POM2-6143

6*15A

4*150V

6x15A

4×300V

POM2-3242

3x20A

4×150V

POM2-3243

3x20A

4×300V

Table 1-1 Model configuration

POM2 is built-in industrial computer and embedded WinXP operation system. All operation
can be finished without external PC or controlled via PowerTest relay test software running
on external PC.

Fig. 1-1 POM2
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1.3 Characteristics
 External Intelligent modular design
The internal structure is designed as modular and intelligence. Every built-in modular will not
be affected by other plug-in boards and be operated independently. If it needs repair, users
are only required to determine the fault position and change the plug-in boards. Non-return
to factory will reduce a large sum of cost and improve the repair efficiency.
 Modular structure
It is easy to assemble and disassemble the modulars to repair and change it at site.
 Intelligent modular design
Intelligent modulars have data communication interface. Every modular is communicating
with control system via busbar, and monitor the hardware status by software to upload and
download data and command. The correction factor of every modular will be stored locally.
The change of the modular will not affect the output accuracy.
 Quick repair
Modular design and intelligent modulars provide technical support for the local repair,
shorten repair time and reduce cost.
 High accuracy waveform output
POM2 universal tester system not only owns high accuracy output 0.1% within 0.5A~20A,
but also it puts out stably and reliably.
 Digital output
 International safety test lead
Safe connection terminals with test leads and crocodile clamps improve the safety
during the connection. Short leads, crocodile clamps, U male tab, pin socket and other
exchanger are provided at site test.
 Complete and professional relay test functions
There are 45 test modules including test, state sequence, action time and harmonics
etc. basic modules. It supports differential, distance, zero sequence, current time
inversed, over excitation, synchronization and zero sequence directional relays etc.
general modules and advanced test such as df/dt and Transplay. During the test, users
can plug in or uninstall the software.





Integrated design of relay tester
Without external PC, built-in industrial computer and embedded WinXP operation
system.
10.4 inch TFT LCD
Embedded mouse and keyboard. External mouse and keyboard can also be connected




shortcut keys to simplify operation
External ports: USB/GPS/Ethernet port
8
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USB port: externally connect with mouse and keyboard.
GPS port: externally connect with GPS device to receive GPS synchronization
signal.
Ethernet port: externally connect with PC.

IEC61850 optical interface can output sampling value and subscribe GOOSE.
(IEC61850 optical interface is optional.)
12 channels low level signal analog output is optional for protecting low level
inputs.
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2. Components and Functions
The PC control testing system consists of PowerTest software and POM2 universal relay
tester. The software is run in PC or industrial computer to send control commands and
testing parameters to tester which complete test items after getting signals.

Functions of software and hardware:


Software run in industrial computer
Receiving input data
Controlling test signal
Processing measurement data
Creating test report



POM2 serial hardware
Generating testing signal (current, voltage and binary)
Measuring relay response (analog and binary)
Providing DC power to test object

Notes:
This manual only gives introduction to model POM2-6143 hardware. For the detailed
software information, please refer to PowerTest Software User Manual. All the POM2
serial testers have the same hardware instruction.
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2.1 Hardware
This manual gives description on model POM2-6143.

0～300Vac,
85VA

Fig. 2-1 POM2-6143 Board

2.1.1 Voltage output (voltage amplifier)
There are A, B, C, Z voltage outputs. A, B, C are used in simulating three phase voltage
while Z is used in simulating extraction voltage or zero sequence voltage.
The voltage output channels are independent, so every output of amplitude, phase angle
and frequency can be set independently without any effect.
AC/DC output range: 4×0…300Vrms

Protection for voltage output:
The voltage output can protect the device from short circuit and over hot. When the output is
short circuit, the alarm indication lamp on the panel flashes and the analog indication lamp
for “voltage short circuit” flashes and makes a voice. When the output power is too large, the
alarm lamp is on and warns, “Over hot” lamp is on and all analog output turns off.
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2.1.2 Current output (current amplifier)
Current output consists of group 1 and group 2. The current output 2 has current output only
that there are 6 channels current outputs.
AC output range for group 1 and 2:
Group 1:
3×0…30 Arms (3 channels current output model)
3×0…15 Arms (6 channels current output model)
Group 2:
3×0…15 Arms (6 channels current output model)
DC output range for group 1:
3×0…±10A (3 channels current output model)

The current output channels are independent, so every output of amplitude, phase angle
and frequency can be set independently without any effect.
The current amplifier is based on DC coupling linear amplifier.
Protection for current output:
All protections are available for open circuit and over hot. The analog lamp on the testing
software interface is on and flashes when the output is open circuit (Open circuit will not
damage tester itself, and the port will not generate high voltage); When heavy power leads
over hot, the alarm lamp and “over hot” analog lamp light and all current voltage outputs are
switched off.

Limit parameters for uninterrupted current output:
Single phase output range

<10A

10A～20A

20A～30A

Output time

Continuous output

>70s

>15s
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2.1.3 Binary Input (8 pairs)
The kit has 8 binary inputs. Electricity is isolated in A-H and potential and threshold free
(10V-250V，hardware permissible peak value: 400V) can be set by software. The threshold
impedance for potential is showed in figure 2-2. The threshold impedance for active contact
can be set by software in 10V-250V.

Threshold impedance for potential free

Fig. 2-2 Characteristics of potential free

When connecting potential free contact, the polarity should be correct (red to positive, black
to negative) otherwise, false tripping will occur. The polarity for A-H shows in figure 2-3. The
software interface for binary configuration (A-H) shows in figure 2-4.
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Fig. 2-3 Polarity for binary input

Fig.2-4 A-H Binary configuration

Notes:
Any end of binary input is prohibited from connecting with ground.
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2.1.4 Binary outputs(4 pairs）
The kits supports 4 pairs electrical isolation out. 4 pairs are air contact output, and the
capacity is: AC/DC, 220V/0.5A. The outputs are not only output analog value, but also
output switch signal to start other device, such as memory oscilloscope and recorder.
Binary output

Fig.2-5 1—4 Binary outputs

2.1.5 Connection Port (Ethernet)
POM2-6143 is connected with PC by Ethernet to assure the data transmission.
The connection between port and PC supports crossover cable, clockwise networking cable
and automatic identification.
The testing system requires the PC identifying PowerTest setup guideline.

2.1.6 GPS
The GPS is connected externally to gain GPS trigger signal and realize double-side
simultaneous tests.
For detailed instructions, please refer to the 3.2.2 chapter.

2.1.7 CPU
The CPU consists of DSP and FPGA, and executes the following functions:
Connecting with PC by Ethernet
Digital signal processing
Transmitting all digital signals
Generating high precision central clock signal (Using accessory PGPS02)
Controlling the whole system
13
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2.2 Signal generation
Digital signal processor is applied in POM2 serial testers to improve accuracy and sine wave
to meet the need of continuously adjustable phase for signal origin.
The system with digital signal generator is flexible. The amplitude, offset and phase can be
changed according to setting the relative parameters in digital way.
Digital change avoids signal drift. Besides sine wave, the POM2-6143 can also have other
cycle and transient signal.

2.2.1 DSP+FPGA digital signal processing system
POM2 serial testers apply the newest DSP digital signal processing technology, 16
digital/analog transitions and 32 numerical counting accuracy. DSP owns high speed digital
signal calculation ability. The DSP technology makes data output points increase to 600
points

per

frequency

current

which

improves

transient

response

time

and

amplitude-frequency characteristic, also makes device own great real-time closed-loop test
function. The application of DSP and FPGA improves the output accuracy and output wave
in small signal.

2.2.2 Analog signal amplifier
The advantages of amplifier:
◆

High reliability

◆

Smooth output wave and no high harmonic

◆

Small-electricity wave is accurate, no electromagnetic pollution and no disruption with

present device.
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Fig. 2-6 0.05A Output waveform of POM2 serial tester
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3. Panel Description
3.1 Front Panel
The front panel consists of display screen, shortcut keys, indication lamp, operation keys,
keyboard buttons and mouse etc.

Indication lamp

Power lamp: it is light green when there is power.

Run lamp: It is light green when it works with PC.

Warn lamp: it is light when there is abnormal situation.
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3.1.1 Main interface

A1-A6: they are shortcut keys for quick access to user default module.
Left 1 icon: It is “Exit” icon for exit software.
Left 2 icon: It is “Test Group” to switch among 3 test module groups.
Left 3 icon: It is “Group Setting” for configuring shortcut. Three groups with 6 modules can
be set separately.
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to enter into shortcut setting window→ Select module in

Configuration process: Press
module list→ Press

→ Configure to the related shortcut buttons.

The tester can be controlled by PowerTest in external PC, while selecting "Connect to PC".
Left 4 icon: Window minimization
Left 5 icon: System set and IEC configuration
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3.1.2 Shortcut keys

A1: Switch the properties in the following figure;

A2: Switch the parameter frame among “Parameters”, “Abnormal State
Simulating”, “Setting”, “Para.” and “Binary” ;

A3: Select the suitable parameter in check box of “Parameters”, “GOOSE Data”,
“Setting”, “Para.” and “Binary” such as

;

A4: Open or close “Setting” interface. “Close” is equal to the function of “OK”.

A5: Open or close “Para.” interface. “Close” is equal to the function of “OK”.

A6: Open or close “Binary” interface. “Close” is equal to the function of “OK”.

Left 1 key: “Exit”. In all interfaces (test interface; setting, general parameters and
binary; vector etc tool bar), its function is equal to that of
.

Left 2 key: Open or close soft keyboard;
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Left 3 key: Press it directly, the “Report” will be open; Press it again, the “Report”
will be closed;

Left 4 key: Press it directly, the “Word report” will be open; Press it again, the
“Word report” will be closed;

Left 5 key: In waveform interface, the waveform can be moved to the left by
pressing it. And in general module, it helps increase the output values by
pressing it.

Left 6 key: In waveform interface, the waveform can be moved to the right by
pressing it. And in general module, it helps decrease the output values by
pressing it.

Left 7 key: “Toggle key”. It can be switched among “Setting”, “Para.” and “Binary”
data frame.

3.1.3 Operation keys

Pause: It is used in special test or dangerous situation to cut down voltage/current
output but not to stop software.
Trigger: Fault triggering button. It is available when “Manual trigger” is selected in
“Fault trigger method”. When it is connected with computer, the kit outputs
fault value after pressing it.
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Continue: There are several test items or points in item zone, it stops after one item
or point is checked. If pressing the key, test continues.
Start: start test;

Stop: stop test.

Keyboard

The embedded keyboard includes:
“0~9”, “-”, “.”, Backspace and Enter keys.
Backspace: to delete character before cursor;
Enter:

to confirm the value in “Setting”, “Para.” and “Binary”.
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3.2 Right Panel

1. Optical port (ST)
It supportsIEC61850-9-1, IEC61850-9-2, GOOSE Subscribe and publish. It is optional.
2. Low level output channel
12 channels of low level analog can be output for testing relays with low level input. It is
optional.
3. GPS
4. IP reset
5. DC measurement: testing transducer
6. A-H binary inputs: connecting with space contact or active contact.
7. 1-4 binary outputs
8. Ground terminal
9. Power supply: 220V AC 50Hz, built-in 2 fuses（one is for backup） with 250V/10A
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3.2.1 DC measurement terminal
3.2.1.1 DC voltage measurement
Test range: 0~±10V. Accuracy: 0.05%. Input impedance: 100 kΩ. It is used in voltage type
transducer.
3.2.1.2 DC current measurement
Range: 0~±20mA. Accuracy: 0.05%. Input impedance: 50Ω. It is used in current type
transducer.

3.2.2 GPS
It connects PGPS02 or PIRIG-B01 (both of them are optional.) to realize simultaneous test.
The four stars of GPS should be locked to get the real-time function. Please refer to
PGPS02 user manual for details.

3.2.3 IP reset
This reset button is used to restore the IP address of POM2-6143 to the default factory
setting.
Reset steps:


Press this button



Switching on POM2-6143

After this operation the IP address will be restored to the following settings.
IP address: 191.168.1.133
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Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0

3.2.4 AC power input port
Input: 220V AC 50Hz, fuse with 250V/10A

3.2.5 Power switch
It is used to control the power supply. Please don’t switch off power supply during the test.

3.2.6 Ground Terminal
It is used to test the ground connection of chassis. If the ground terminal is connected, the
ground hole cannot be connected. If it is not, the ground hole must be connected with the
ground.

3.2.7 Ethernet
The tester is connected with PC via network cable. The IP address setting is mentioned in
appendix.
Model: 10/100Base-TX (10/100Mbit, twisted pair line and auto cross). Cable type: category
5 twisted pair line.

3.2.8 Low level analog output (Optional)
It applies 14-pin standard air terminal and 12-channel low level analog output.

3.2.9 Optical output (Optional)
A group of ST (TX, RX) optical output is applied. It is used in IEC61850-9-1, 9-2, GOOSE
communication to realize digital relay and auto device etc closed-loop test.

Link

Light: the tester’s optical and IEC port are connected
successfully.

RX

Flash: A message (GOOSE) is received to tester by
IEC61850.

TX

Flash: A message (GOOSE or sampling value) is sent
to relay by IEC61850.
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3.3 Right Panel

POM2-6143/6142

POM2-3243/3242

1. The first group current output terminals
A.

POM2-6143，POM2-6142

Current output group 1: IA, IB, IC
AC output:
25
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3×0…30Arms (3 channels current output model)
3×0…15 Arms (6 channels current output model)
DC output:
3×0…±10A (3 channels current output model)
B.

POM2-3243，POM2-3242

Current output group 1: IA, IB, IC
AC output:
3×0…20Arms
DC output:
3×0…±10A

2. The first group voltage output terminals (POM2-6143,POM2-3243)
A.

POM2-6143，POM2-3243
AC output: 4×0…300 Vrms, max. Output power: 85VA/phase
DC output: 4×±0…300V

B.

POM2-6142，POM2-3242
AC output: 4×0…150 Vrms, max. Output power: 60VA/phase
DC output: 4×±0…150V

3. DC voltage output terminal
1×300V/phase. Max. Output power: 88W(110V), 110W(220V), 110W(300V)

4. The second group current output terminal(POM2-6143，POM2-6142)

The current output group 2 is available when there are 6 channels output.
AC output: 3×0…15 Arms (6 channels current output model)
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4. Technical Parameters

Voltage generators
Model
Setting range
4-phase ac(L-N)

POM2-6143

POM2-6142

4x0～300V

4x0～150V

1-phase ac(L-L)
Dc(L-N)

1x0～600V
4x0～300V

1x0～300V
4x0～150V

4x85VA at 300V
1x170VA at 600V(two generators
in series)
4x100W at ±300V
1x200W at ±600V
<0.08% rd.+0.02%rg.guar.,at 0～
300V
<0.02% rd.+0.01%rg.typ.,at 0～

4x60VA at 150V
1x120VA at 300V(two generators
in series)
4x40W at ±150V
1x80W at ±300V
<0.08% rd.+0.02%rg.guar.,at 0～
150V
<0.02% rd.+0.01%rg.typ.,at 0～

300V
300V
10mV
<0.05% typ. (<0.1% guar.)

150V
150V
5mV
<0.05% typ. (<0.1% guar.)

Power
4-phase ac(L-N)
1-phase ac(L-L)
DC(L-N)
DC(L-L)
Accuracy error

Ranges
Resolution
Distortion
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Model
Setting range
4-phase ac(L-N)

POM2-3243

POM2-3242

4x0～300V

4x0～150V

1-phase ac(L-L)
Dc(L-N)

1x0～600V
4x0～300V

1x0～300V
4x0～150V

4x85VA at 300V
1x170VA at 600V(two generators
in series)
4x100W at ±300V
<0.08% rd.+0.02%rg.guar.,at 0～
300V
<0.02% rd.+0.01%rg.typ.,at 0～
300V
300V
10mV
<0.05% typ. (<0.1% guar.)

4x60VA at 150V
1x60VA at 300V(two generators in
series)
4x40W at ±150V
<0.08% rd.+0.02%rg.guar.,at 0～
150V
<0.02% rd.+0.01%rg.typ.,at 0～
150V
150V
5mV for 150Vac
<0.05% typ. (<0.1% guar.)

Power
4-phase ac(L-N)
1-phase ac(L-L)
DC(L-N)
Accuracy error

Ranges
Resolution
Distortion
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Current generator
Model
Setting range
6-phase ac(L-N)
3-phase ac(L-N)

6x0～15A
3x0～30A

/
3x0～20A

1-phase ac(3L-3L)

1x0～30A (10A/phase)

/

1-phase ac(L-N)
1-phase ac(3L-N)

/
1X0～90A

1x0～20A
1x0～60A

Dc(L-N)
dc(3L-N)

3x0～10A
1x0～30A

3x0～10A
1x0～30A

6x105VA at 15A
3x210VA at 30A
1x420 VA at 30A
3x100W at 10A
1x300W at 30A
10Vpk/20Vpk

/
3x140VA at 20A
1x280 VA at 20A
3x100W at 10A
1x300W at 30A
10Vpk/20Vpk

Power
6-phase ac(L-N)
3-phase ac(L-N)
1-phase ac(L-L)
Dc(L-N)
Dc(3L-N)
Max. compliance
voltage(L-N)(L-L)
Accuracy error
Ranges
Resolution
Distortion

POM2-6143&6142

POM2-3243&3242

<0.08% rd.+0.02%rg.guar.,at 0～15A <0.08% rd.+0.02%rg.guar.,at 0～15A
<0.02% rd.+0.01%rg.typ.,at 0～15A <0.02% rd.+0.01%rg.typ., at 0～15A
15A or 30A
1mA
<0.05% typ. (<0.1% guar.)
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General (The same)
Frequency
Sine signal
Transient signal

DC, 1～1000Hz
dc～10.0kHz

Accuracy
Resolution
Phase
Angle range

±1ppm
0.001Hz

Accuracy
Resolution
Binary inputs
Number
Input characteristics

<0.05°typ., <0.1°guar.at 50/60Hz
±0.001°

-360°～+360°

8
0～400Vdc or ac(peak) with adjustable threshold
or potential free
50μs
Infinite

Time resolution
Max. measuring
time
Debounce Deglitch
0～25ms
time
Counting function
<3kHz at pulse width >150μs
Binary output
Number
4 pairs
Type
Potential free relay contacts, software controlled
Break capacity
AC Vmax: 300Vac/Imax: 8A/Pmax:2000VA
Break capacity
DC Vmax: 300Vdc/Imax: 8A/Pmax:150W
Auxiliary dc supply
Voltage range
0-300V
Power
88W at 110V, 110V at 220V, 110W at 300V
Accuracy
Error<0.1%rg.typ. (<0.5%rg.guar.)
DC voltage measuring inputs
Measuring range
0-±10V
Accuracy
Error<0.02%rg.typ. (<0.05%rg.guar.)
Input impedance
100KΩ
DC current measuring inputs
Measuring range
0-±20mA
Accuracy
<0.02%rg.typ. (<0.05%rg.guar.)
Input impedance
50Ω
Low level outputs
Setting range
12x0-10Vpk
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Max. output current
Accuracy
Resolution
Distortion (THD+N)
Connection
Power supply
Nominal input
voltage
Permissible input
voltage
Nominal frequency
Permissible
frequency

1mA
error<0.025% typ. (<0.07% guar.) at 1-10Vpk
250μV
<0.05% typ. (0.1% guar.)
14 pin combination socket
110-240Vac
90-260Vac
50-60Hz
45-65Hz
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Environmental conditions
Operation
temperature
Storage temperature
Relative humidity
EMC (Emission)
EMC (Immunity
Safety

0-+50℃
-25℃-+70℃
5-95% non-condensing
IEC61000-3-2/3
IEC61000-4-2/3/4/5/6/11
IEC61010-1

Others
PC connection
Low level outputs
interface
GPS/IRIG-B
interface
IEC61850 Goose
and sampled values
Ground socket
(earth)
Weight
Dimensions

Ethernet, 10M/100M
Circular connector
Circular connector
Optical interface
4mm banana socket
12kg without control panel, 13.6kg with
control panel
390x287x194mm (WxHxD)
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Appendix A: Setting IP address of external computer
POM2-6143 completes the tests without external PC. But there is Ethernet port on the kit by
which users can make tests connecting the test computer with kit. Users are required to set
IP address on the computer.
(1) Left click “Start/ Control panel/ Network Connection” (or right click “My Network Places”
and left click “Properties” in the menu.). The “Network Connection” windows pop up as
figure A-1.

Fig. A-1

(2) Right click “Local area connection” icon as figure A-2.
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Fig. A-2

(3) Left click “Properties”, the “Local area connection properties” windows pop up as figure
A-3.

Fig. A-3
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(4) Select Internet protocol (TCP/IP) and left click “Properties” button. The Internet protocol
(TCP/IP) properties” windows pop up as figure A-4.

Fig. A-4

(5) Select “Use the following IP address” and set it as 192.168.1.2. Set subnet mark as
255.255.255.0.

(6) Select “Show icon in notification area when connected” in properties window and press
“OK”. Then the icon

is displayed in the screen.

(7) After setting IP address, switch on the tester and connect it with computer. The computer
network card lamp will flash. The
the icon

icon reminds “Connecting”. After about five seconds,

flashes and reminds “Connected”. Now the computer is communcating well

with tester and users can make test.
If the IP address is set unsucessfully, or the data cable is abnormal, the above information
will not appear. If the icon “Failed to connect” appears, please do the above steps again.
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(8) In Win7 desktop, right click “Network”

to open protperty

interface and find the active “local area connection”

“Properties” button

. Left click

and pop up the windows. Double click Internet

and set IP address

protocol version 4 (TCP/IPv4)
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.

Notes:
After changing IP address in Win7, the network icon will display like
affect normal test.
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Appendix B: Optional accessories
B.1 PGPS02 (Satellite synchronization equipment)
Connecting PGPS to GPS interface, it can realize two sets or more testers’ output.

Refer to detailed PGPS02 in relative user instruction manual.

Synchronous
Test

SYN Key

Timing
Setting

MODE Key or waiting
for 8 seconds

MAIN
Mode Key

Right & Up
Arrow Key

TIMING
SETTING

Right Arrow
Key

Mode
Key

GEOGRA
PHY

STATCS

Right
Arrow
Key

Right
Arrow
Key
TIME
ZONE
SETTING

Up
Arrow

Time zone
Setting

Fig. B-1 Operating Routine
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Fig. B-2 Test connection

The power supply of * PGPS02 is from testers, and external power supply provides in case
of power supply short.
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Table B-1 PGPS02 basic specification
Second pulse output

RS232:

1

TTL:

1

Minute pulse output

RS232:

1

TTL:

1

Error:
Time error between two GPS
Synchronization of test equipment
Connection
Weight
Dimensions W×H×D

typical:<100ns

Max:<500ns

1μs < error< 70μs
Power supply from the tester or
external power supply
640g (only PGPS02 )
160mm×45mm×95mm

(only

PGPS02 )

This device can be operated offline and has display function. Languages (Chinese and
English), time zone, tester status (Antenna and antenna power supply status, leap seconds)
and data (valid or not) are displayed here.
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B.2 PIRIG-B01 (Time B code conversion device)
PIRIG-B01：time B code conversion device, can convert IRIG-B signal to our device’s time
signal and time telecommunication protocol.

Table B-2 Time B code conversion device specification
Input signal
Type of receiving synchronous signal

IRIG-B（DC level shift protocol B00x），PPS，PPM

Type of signal PPS，PPM
interface
IRIG-B

Static potential free, TTL
TTL，RS232，RS422

Output signal
PPS output (Instrument and

TTL:1 channel (Instrument Port);

Computer Port)

RS232:1 channel (Computer Port)

PPM output

TTL: 1 channel (Instrument Port);
RS232：1 channel (Computer Port)

Error rate with B code signal origin

Delayed<100ns

Synchronous

5μs<error <70μs

test

Connection

The power of PIRIG-B01 time B code convertor
can be supplied both by PONOVO's tester and
external

power

supply.

Refer

to

PGPS02

Instruction Manual for the settings of PIRIG-B01
which are the same.
Weight

645g (Only PIRIG-B01)

Dimension(W×H×D)

160mm×45mm×95mm (Only PIRIG-B01)
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Fig. B-2 connection method
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B.3 Standard Accessories
B.3.1 Soft Bag for Test Leads

The POM2 Wiring Accessory Package contains the following articles:
1.

Colour coded current cables

Amount:

SAW0201/ 0203 colour coded current cable
2xred, 2xblack, 2xyellow, 2xblue
1xred, 1xblack, 1xyellow, 1xblue

The current cables to connect the POM2 output to other safety sockets of, generally the
current parts, voltage and signal tripping.

2.

Color coded voltage cables
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SAW0202 Colour coded voltage cable
Amount:

Amount:

1x red, 1x yellow, 1x green, 1x blue, 1x black

The voltage cables to connect the POM2 output to other safety sockets of, generally the
voltage parts, current and signal tripping.
3.

Signal Cable

SAW0204/0205 Signal cables
Amount:

2xred, 2x black

2xred, 2xblack

It connects the POM2 with other different sockets, generally with signal tripping and
current/voltage testing.
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4.

Flexible Terminal Adapter

SAW0206 Flexible terminal adapter
Amount:
10xred, 10xblack
Flexible terminal adapter connect to screw-clip terminals.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Notes: One end of the adapters have
no insulator, users should make sure
there is no output during connecting the
adapters. Users insert the non-safety

into the terminals and screw it firmly,
then connect the test lead with the
other end.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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5.

Jumper Cable

Jumper cable

Ponovo kit

Device with safety jack

SAW0207 Flexible jumpers
Amount:
4xblack
Flexible jumper connects current outputs in parallel.
6.

Crocodile Clips

SAW0208 Crocodile clips
Amount:
2xred, 2xblack, 2xyellow, 2xblue
Crocodile clips for secondary side to connect to pins or screw types.
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7.

U Clamps

SAW0209 U clamps 1#
Amount:
10xred, 10xblack

SAW0210 U clamps 2#
5xred, 5xblack

It is used to connect test leads with screw type terminals.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Notes: One end of the adapters have no
Users insert the non-safety into the
insulator, users should make sure there is
terminals and screw it firmly, then connect
no output during connecting the adapters.
the test lead with the other end.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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8.

Pin clamps

SAW0211 Pin clamps
Amount: 4xred, 4xblack
It is used to connect test leads with screw type terminals.
9.

Power Cord

SAW0009 Power code
Amount:
1 piece
Power cord connects the POM2 with power supply socket. PONOVO will provide relevant
plug socket according to different countries. For the plug socket information, please check
the Chapter 11. Appendix.
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10. Earthing Lead

SAW0018 Earthing lead
Specification: 2.5mm²×4m
Amount:
1 piece
Earthing lead connects the POM2 with ground to ensure kit safety.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Notes: In order to avoid static
POM2 with ground reliably before
induction, users should connect the
testing.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11. PC control cable (LAN)

SAW0012 PC control cable (LAN)
Amount: 1 piece
The LAN cable connects the POM2 with PC for communications.
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B.3.2 Transportation Case
The large-size case with wheels is designed for heavy transport stress with folding hand it is
made of fireproof materials and smooth rolling rubber tires.

SAC0105 Transportation case
Dimension: 465x250x525mm (WxHxD)
Weight:
10Kg
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Appendix C: Adapter
In order to assure PONOVO sockets are used smoothly in foreign countries, PONOVO
provides the plug sockets to our customers in different countries.
The followings are the sockets used in different countries.
1. Plug Type B

Type B adapter is mainly used in America, Canada and Taiwan etc.
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2. Plug Type I Adapter

The UK type plug is mainly used in United Kingdom, India, Pakistan, Thailand, Malaysia,
Singapore, New Zealand and Hong Kong etc.

3.

Plug Type L Adapter

Type L Adapter is mainly used in South Africa and British Standard 15A.
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4. Plug Type N Adapter

This adapter is mainly used in Italy.

5. Type G Adapter

Type G Adapter is mainly used in German, Finland, France, Norway, Sweden, Poland,
South Korean, Austria, Spain, Hungary, Czech, Ukraine, Turkey, Brazil and Russia etc.
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